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Virginia Beach’s Long Jewelers Featured on WAVY-TV’s “The Hampton Roads Show” 

On Thursday, November 23rd, Randy Chivers and Alayne Vannoy, team members at Long 

Jewelers, appeared on NBC affiliate WAVY-TV channel 10’s “The Hampton Roads Show” to 

discuss the reasons as to why Long Jewelers has continued to be the most dependable full-

service jewelry retailer in the Virginia Beach, Virginia area.  

Appearing with on-air personality Kerri Furey, Vannoy details the unique diamond 

characteristics that make Forevermark and Hearts on Fire Long Jewelers’ showroom favorites. 

In the interview Long Jewelers associate Vannoy comments that the bridal jewelry of 

Forevermark, “are rare, they are beautiful, and they are responsibly sourced.” Adding that 

Hearts on Fire jewelry is special because of the way they are “cut and graded under 100x 

magnification, which is 10x the normal process.”   

In addition to discussing the selection of Forevermark fine and bridal jewelry available in the 

Virginia Beach showroom of Long Jewelers, Randy Chivers talks with Furey about Long Jewelers’ 

recent partnership with the Museum of Named Diamonds, which allows Long Jewelers to 

preserve the “story” of their customers’ diamond purchase in the virtual Museum of Named 

Diamonds.  

Further, Chivers concludes the interview by announcing that from now through Christmas Eve, 

guests to Long Jewelers who purchase pieces from Forevermark, Hearts on Fire, or a complete 

diamond engagement ring will be able to receive a free Apple TV. 

For more information on appearance this “Hampton Roads Show” appearance, or to learn 

about the Forevermark and Hearts on Fire pieces available now at Long Jewelers, individuals 

are encouraged to call (757)-498-1186, browse LongJewelers.net, or visit their Virginia Beach, 

Virginia showroom today! 

About Long Jewelers:  

For over 30 years, Long Jewelers has been a retailer of designer wedding bands, engagement 

rings, Swiss timepieces, and fine jewelry items, and services customers in the Virginia Beach, 

Virginia area. Under the leadership of founder and president David Long, Long Jewelers has 

come to boast the largest jewelry showroom in Virginia, has been featured in magazines such 

as Town & Country and InStyle, and has been voted the “Best of the Beach” more than 20 

times. For questions concerning products, sales, services, or onsite jewelry repair, visit 

Longjewelers.net, or call (757)-498-1186 for more information. 
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